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Dear Mr. [Young Hwi] Kim, 
 
With deepest gratitude and devotion, we think of our True Parents visit which raised us up into heaven. 
Equally, we know that it is most urgent to spread the Principles as fast as we can to all mankind. 
 
The give and take with our True Parents and so many brothers· and sisters from all European countries 
reinforced our enthusiasm, and newly encouraged, with our heads full of new ideas we returned to our 
mission field. Since then we have been working for Father's kingdom and his victory with even deeper 
consciousness. Every morning we awake filled with hope and faith that Father will bless our work when 
we do our best. 
 
Parents' Day was celebrated in a high atmosphere and great harmony. We felt very closely connected with 
the True Family, our homeland and our brothers and sisters all over the world. 
 
We sent invitations including "The Short History” with Biography and our Master's speech "Sacrifice-the 
Historical Formula of World Restoration" to 10 ministers and important journalists who are specified in 
religious papers. In reply to this action, we received three very positive answers by the bishop Helge 
Fosseurs by a lady minister (who is working with prisoners) as well as the most important journalist for 
church reports Mr. Nils Gosta Ekman. 
 
We discovered that the secretary of the spiritualistic church in Stockholm distributes our chapters after 
having invited people for discussions. He is really a good propaganda maker, and as far as we have 
learned, he is enthused with our Christianity, with our activities and the growing numbers in the world. 
We are very thankful that he is helping us in such a way. 
 
This month is devoted to the motto "Prayers of Heart open new ways". 
 
In the Name of our True Parents, 
 
Friedhilde Bachle 
 


